IN KUNDALINI YOGA YOU MUST DO THREE THINGS:
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In Kundalini Yoga we do not initiate anybody. If a person is foolish enough or not fit enough to initiate himself or herself, our initiation will not make any
difference. It's the quality of the people, the quality of their thought, the quality of their perception, the quality of their projection, quality of their behavior,
and the quality of their life which matters. Not the quantity.
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But, there is one rule: "Itarashtam tithar Kashtam" -- Nobody comes empty handed. It's one rule: If a person shall come empty handed, that person may sit
here for six hours and do all kinds of yoga, but the moment he goes out of that door, he'll go empty handed. "As you come, so you'll go." That's the only
one condition, and it's not up to you or me.
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But give people that which can serve them, can uplift them: Energy. Share pure technology -- not emotions. Don't put a rider on it. If it's a bitter pill, let it be
bitter. Don't sugar coat it. It is very deceitful on the part of a Teacher to teach teachings to please people. You teach these things to build people, to nurture
people, to bring their reality out, bring their personality out, take away their cavities, take away their downfalls, their pitfalls. You have that capacity.
Through this teaching you have a very perfect quality to stimulate the real strength in a person. Don't look for popularity or personality.
Kundalini Yoga is like the sun -- it serves all without discrimination. –Yogi Bhajan 3/23/90!
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Yoga is not a stupid game; it is a science. It’s not achieving high or low. It is being healthy, being happy, being holy….Yogi Bhajan. 10/10/96
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Never let down yourself, Never let down
anybody. Never conspire to let down a living
being. Yogi bhajan 960509!
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